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Abstract 
Par9cle swarm op9miza9on (PSO) algorithms are frequently used to solve problems in a 

large variety of domains from engineering, networking, to distributed systems. PSO algorithms 

display swarm intelligence behaviours that closely resemble groups of animals in nature such as 

bee colonies, fireflies, ants, and flocks of birds. In recent years, the behaviour of bee colonies 

and fireflies has been used to develop novel adapta9ons of the tradi9onal PSO algorithms. This 

paper introduces the ar9ficial bee swarm op9miza9on (ABSO) algorithm and the basic firefly 

algorithm (FA) and describes their advantages and applica9ons. 

1. Introduc9on 

Swarm intelligence algorithms have been used to solve problems in traffic rou9ng, 

networking, games, robo9cs, and economics [1]. These algorithms are modelled aTer swarm-

like behaviour found in schools of fish, ants, and flocks of birds, among other groups of animals. 

A swarm algorithm is made up of mul9ple individual agents that behave independently of one 

another, without supervision, and on a local scale, based on their surrounding environment and 

the interac9ons between other agents. This reflects the concept of a distributed system where 

individuals communicate and work together to complete a common goal. Collec9vely, these 

interac9ons lead the agents to the crea9on of collec9ve intelligence and a global solu9on. 

Individual agents are not aware of the global solu9on but through local interac9ons with other a 

global solu9on can be reached. 

The founda9on of bee swarm and firefly algorithms is par9cle swarm op9miza9ons 

(PSO) algorithms. Explora9on and exploita9on are two factors of PSO algorithms that determine 

the success of the algorithm [2]. The degree of explora9on determines the algorithm’s ability to 

generate new solu9ons in a region of unexplored search space [2]. Exploita9on is “..the 

concentra9on of the algorithm’s search at the vicinity of current good solu9ons” [2]. The 

balance of these two factors determines the success of the algorithm. Having too low 

explora9on prevents the algorithm from branching out to different poten9al solu9ons and oTen 

results in premature convergence resul9ng in ge^ng stuck in local op9ma when global op9ma 

exist [1]–[3]. Having too low exploita9on reduces the algorithm’s ability to converge on a 

poten9al op9mal solu9on. The two factors are summarized by “The exploita9on process applies 
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the exis9ng knowledge to seek be`er solu9ons, whereas the explora9on process is concerned 

with the en9re search of the space for an op9mal solu9on.” [3]. Many PSO algorithm varia9ons 

have been created that address the balancing of these two factors for applica9ons in different 

domains. 

In this paper, the implementa9on of the ar9ficial bee swarm op9miza9on (ABSO) 

algorithm, based on the behaviour of bees, is described in Sec9on 3. Next, Sec9on 4 discusses 

the firefly algorithm (FA) which is based on the behavioural pa`erns of fireflies in nature. Lastly, 

the performance and applica9ons of the ABSO algorithm and FA are discussed in Sec9on 5. 

3. Ar9ficial Bee Swarm Op9miza9on Algorithm (ABSO) 

3.1 Natural Behaviour of Bees 

Bees are social insects that live and work together to make up an individual colony. 

There are three types of bees: the queen bee, drone bee, and worker bee. Each type of bee 

takes on a different behavioural role that contributes to the overall success of the colony. 

Queen Bee 

There is only one queen bee per colony. The queen bee is responsible for producing the 

offspring of the colony by laying thousands of unfer9lized eggs over its life9me. The queen bee’s 

three-to-four-year long life begins when it hatches as an unmated queen in a colony of 

poten9ally mul9ple other unmated queens. The unmated queens will fight each other un9l only 

one remains. If the bees in the colony do not accept this queen, they will kill her and a`empt to 

make another queen. Although the queen bee has a s9nger, it is only used for figh9ng rivalling 

queens. Once mated, the queen bee remains in the colony and con9nues to lay eggs, rarely 

leaving the hive. The original queen bee is eventually replaced by a new queen when its ability 

to lay eggs decreases. 

Drone Bee 

Bee colonies usually consist of a few hundred drone bees depending on the 9me of year 

[1]. Drone bees origina9ng from unfer9lized eggs which makes them the only male bees in a 

colony. They can live for up to six months [1]. Their main purpose is to mate with their queen 

bee, so she becomes fer9le and can lay eggs. Drone bees remain inside the colony and only 
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leave when ma9ng. Their abdomen does not contain a s9nger, unlike the queen and worker 

bees. 

Worker Bee 

Worker bees are females origina9ng from fer9lized eggs that are fed differently than 

queen or drone bees. They are the most populous bees in a colony. The average worker bee 

lives for six weeks and performs the majority of the work in the colony. Some of this work 

includes foraging, defending the colony, removing dead bees and debris from the hive, and 

controlling the temperature and humidity inside the hive through fanning. They have a barbed 

s9nger in their abdomen that remains embedded in the target aTer s9nging, killing the worker 

bee in the process. 

Foraging 
Foraging is a crucial aspect of the survival of a bee colony. Worker bees explore areas 

surrounding the colony looking for adequate supplies of resources such as pollen, nectar, and 

water. Once a source of nectar is found, worker bees collect it by storing it in their honey 

stomach for transporta9on back to the colony [1]. An enzyme is then released in their stomach 

which begins turning the nectar into honey [1]. Worker bees can forage for resources in up to a 

5km radius around their hive. When the worker bees return from foraging, they empty the 

contents of their stomach into honeycomb cells for storage and later use. They then perform 

dances to communicate the informa9on about the resource to other worker bees in the colony. 

Communica8on 

Worker bees communicate informa9on about resources they find such as the distance, 

direc9on, and abundance of the resource to the rest of the colony through different types of 

dances [1]. Three different types of dances are performed depending on the distance to the 

resource [1]. The round dance is performed if the resource is within 100 meters of the colony 

[1]. No direc9on is communicated in the round dance [1]. The waggle dance is used for longer 

distances and communicates the direc9on of the resource [1]. The tremble dance is used when 

the worker bee sees a longer than the normal 9me required to unload its nectar into cells [1]. 
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3.2 Implementa9on 

The ar9ficial bee swarm op9miza9on (ABSO) algorithm described in [2] is a modifica9on 

of the basic bee algorithm (BA) which iden9fies op9mal parameters of solar cell models by 

minimizing a func9on given a range of parameters. The given parameters are op9mized un9l a 

termina9ng condi9on is met [2]. BA variants of PSO algorithms such as the ABSO algorithm use 

the behaviour of bees to balance the factors of explora9on and exploita9on. ABSO uses two 

types of en99es that divide labour between each other allowing for two types of tasks to be 

completed simultaneously [1]. This is opposed to conven9onal PSO algorithms that only contain 

a single type of en9ty in the swarm. The two types of en99es are bees labelled as onlooker and 

scout bees. The scout bees are responsible for branching out and scou9ng for new resources 

which affect the explora9on factor of the algorithm [2]. Onlooker bees work to improve the 

exploita9on of the algorithm by upda9ng and communica9ng the loca9on of the currently 

highest quality resource to other bees [2]. 

The ABSO algorithm mimics the behaviour of bees by represen9ng poten9al solu9ons to 

a problem as food sources that the bees forage for. Each bee has an objec9ve func9on that 

determines the quality of the food source [2]. Before dis9nguishing between scout or onlooker 

bees, the bees leave the hive first to forage for food sources. They then return to the hive to 

report the quality of the food sources they have found. The bees are then divided into scout and 

onlooker groups depending on the quality of food sources they have found during their ini9al 

foraging (i.e., the results of their objec9ve func9on) [2]. Once ranked, a fixed number of bees 

who found the worst quality food sources are designated as scout bees. The remaining bees are 

designated as onlooker bees with a por9on of them designated as elite onlooker bees. 

Onlooker bees are required to remember the loca9on and quality of the food sources 

they discover [2]. The elite onlooker bees are responsible for performing dances to 

communicate to other onlooker bees where the best food sources are currently located, just as 

biological bees do [1], [2]. Notably, as the quality of currently known food sources increases, 

more bees fly to those food sources crea9ng a swarm-like behaviour. During an itera9on of the 

algorithm, each onlooker bee chooses an elite onlooker bee to listen to through a tournament 

selec9on process [2]. In this process, elite onlooker bees that are communica9ng informa9on 

about a lower quality food source have a lower chance of being chosen than elite onlooker bees 
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that are communica9ng a higher quality food source [2]. This causes a gradual convergence to 

the higher quality food sources over mul9ple itera9ons of the algorithm which supports the 

exploita9on factor of PSO algorithms. ATer ge^ng informa9on from a chosen elite onlooker 

bee, each onlooker bee combines this informa9on with its current informa9on about the food 

to determine a new posi9on. In this way, the overall trending loca9on of the best food sources 

decided by the hive collec9vely is used to affect the current posi9on of the bees, crea9ng a 

hivemind behaviour. 

The scout bees are tasked to randomly fly over the loca9on of the food sources in search 

of new food sources [2]. This behaviour impacts the explora9on factor of the algorithm by 

helping the colony diversify and branch out to find new food sources, helping to decrease the 

probability of becoming stuck at local minima. The movement of the scout bees is defined by a 

func9on that among other things, controls the distance the bee can move in a single itera9on of 

the algorithm [2]. In each itera9on, the distance a scout bee can move decreases linearly [2]. 

This helps the scout bees reach a larger radius (search space) early in the algorithm to help 

discover more poten9al solu9ons while also aiding a local search in later itera9ons by 

converging through reducing the distance travelled. The steps of the ABSO algorithm are as 

follows: 

1. Randomly ini9alize a swarm of bees in the search space uniformly along with a vector 

for each solu9on. 

2. Compute the value of the objec9ve func9on for each bee 

3. Rank the bees based on the results of their objec9ve func9on 

4. Divide and specify the onlooker and scout bees 

5. Update posi9on of the scout and onlooker bees according to their movement pa`erns 

6. Replace a bee’s posi9on with its current posi9on if it exceeds the search space 

7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 un9l the maximum itera9ons are reached 

8. The best achievement of the swarm is selected as the op9mal solu9on 

By using an ini9al search of food sources to determine their loca9on and quality, onlooker 

bees can begin communica9ng informa9on about the food sources to other bees in the swarm. 

The bees are then able to use the informa9on about food sources from the onlooker bees to 

guide the search for new and be`er food sources. Once the algorithm terminates the current 

best food source is accepted as the global minimal solu9on. 
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4. Firefly Algorithm (FA) 

4.1 Natural Behaviour of Fireflies 

Fireflies are insects with more than 2,000 species in the order beetles [4], [5]. They have 

bioluminescence capabili9es to produce light using light-emi^ng organs called lanterns located 

on the beetle’s lower abdomen [5]. The lights serve two main purposes: to iden9fy ma9ng 

partners of the same species and to a`ract prey [4], [6], [7]. Some diurnal species cannot 

produce light and instead use pheromones to achieve these func9ons. Informa9on is 

communicated between fireflies using the colour, 9ming, dura9on, and repe99on of the 

emi`ed light [4], [6], [7]. By varying these proper9es a firefly can produce a dis9nct flashing 

signal that encodes its species and sex [5]. In most cases, the male firefly will produce light 

signals during flight to a`ract females that are located on the ground. Once the females receive 

the signal, they respond accordingly with their light response [5]. The strength of the light from 

a firefly determines how a`racted other fireflies are to the light [8]. 

4.2 Implementa9on 

The original firefly algorithm (FA) is an op9miza9on algorithm created in 2008 by Xin-She 

Yan [7]. FA uses the flashing bioluminescence behaviour of fireflies to discover an op9mal 

solu9on through par9cle swarm intelligence. The object func9on for FA is associated with the 

light that fireflies emit [7]. Each firefly represents a randomized solu9on with an intensity 

rela9ve to its performance on the objec9ve func9on [6]. Three rules are created to adapt the 

natural behaviour of fireflies to work with the algorithm: 

- All fireflies are unisex so that anyone firefly will be a`racted to any other firefly 

regardless of sex 

- The a`rac9veness of fireflies is propor9onal to their light intensity, thus the less bright 

one will move towards the brighter one. If no firefly is brighter, it moves randomly 

- The brightness of a firefly is affected or determined by the landscape of the objec9ve 

func9on 
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Two main components affect the behaviour of the swarm: the intensity of emi`ed light and 

the a`rac9veness of the firefly [7]. The intensity of a firefly is the absolute measure of light 

emi`ed by the firefly. The a`rac9veness is the intensity of the light as observed by other 

fireflies [5]. The a`rac9veness of a firefly depends on two factors. First, the distance from the 

observing firefly to the firefly emi^ng light. This distance follows the inverse square law which 

states the diminishing of light over distance can is represented by I = 1/d2 where I is the 

intensity and d is the Euclidean distance to the light source. Second, the absorp9on of light by 

air, which is determined by some fixed light absorp9on coefficient [4]. A func9on to determine 

the a`rac9veness of a firefly is created by combining the inverse square law formula with the 

light absorp9on coefficient [7]. 

Each firefly’s movement is determined by the level of a`rac9veness to surrounding fireflies. 

A firefly tends to move from its current posi9on towards the most a`rac9ve. The movement 

func9on consists of three terms: the current posi9on of the firefly, the a`rac9on to another 

firefly, and a random walk value [5]. When a firefly is not a`racted to any other firefly the 

a`rac9on term is 0 meaning movement only depends on the random walk term [5]. To update 

the posi9on of the firefly the a`rac9on term, the random walk term and the current posi9on 

are summed. The steps of FA are summarized as follows [7]: 

1. The objec9ve func9on, ini9al popula9on of fireflies, light intensity of each firefly, and the 

absorp9on coefficient are ini9alized 

2. For each firefly, compare the intensity of every other firefly and move towards the firefly 

with a stronger intensity if one exists. Otherwise move randomly. 

a. Vary a`rac9veness with the distance between the two fireflies 

b. Evaluate new solu9ons and update light intensity 

3. Rank the fireflies by intensity and find the current global best solu9on 

FA is controlled by three parameters: the randomiza9on parameter that is part of the 

random walk term, the a`rac9veness func9on, and the light absorp9on coefficient [5]. The light 

absorp9on coefficient controls the speed at which the algorithm converges on a poten9al 

solu9on and is customized to be`er fit the specific applica9on of FA. When the absorp9on 

coefficient is 0, the a`rac9on func9on becomes constant anywhere in the search space [5]. This 

is equivalent to every firefly being able to see every other firefly light from any distance, causing 

the fireflies to move directly to the current op9mal solu9on [7]. When the absorp9on 
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coefficient approaches ∞ the random walk term takes over causing the firefly to move in a 

random direc9on [5]. This is equivalent to fireflies emi^ng light in a heavy fog where the lights 

are barely visible, causing the fireflies to move randomly [7]. By controlling these three 

parameters FA can be adjusted to work with many different types of op9miza9on problems.  

5. Results and Applica9ons 
Improvements and varia9ons of the basic BA have been used to solve problems in 

network rou9ng, pa`ern forma9on on a grid, soTware fault tolerance, and load balancing of 

tasks in cloud compu9ng environments, among other problems [1], [9]. The ABSO varia9on of 

BA performs be`er than pa`ern search, simulated annealing, and harmony search algorithms in 

iden9fying op9mal parameters of the solar cell models [2]. 

The basic FA is well suited for solving NP-hard problems and mul9-modal op9miza9on 

applica9ons [4], [5]. It has been applied to many different classes of op9miza9on problems [5]. 

Some of these problems include con9nuous, combinatorial, constrained, mul9-objec9ve, 

dynamic, and noisy op9miza9on problems as well as classifica9on problems in machine 

learning, data mining, and neural networks [5]. In con9nuous-op9miza9on problems like 

welded beam design and pressure vessel design, FA is more efficient than par9cle swarm 

op9miza9on, gene9c algorithms, simulated annealing and differen9al evolu9on [5]. FA could be 

improved by gradually reducing the randomiza9on parameter in the random walk term as the 

algorithm reaches a solu9on [4], [5]. This would allow the algorithm to be`er converge on local 

op9ma in later itera9ons without leading to premature convergence in the early itera9ons of 

the algorithm. 
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6. Conclusions 
The firefly algorithm (FA) and the ar9ficial bee swarm (ABSO) algorithm provide 

advantages over tradi9onal par9cle swarm op9miza9on (PSO) algorithms, such as minimizing 

ge^ng stuck at a local minimum/maximum due to premature convergence. Both algorithms 

provide parameters that can be tweaked to make them compa9ble with a wide variety of 

problems. These parameters include constants to adjust the balance between explora9on and 

exploita9on that affect convergence and explora9on in the problem space. PSO algorithms and 

their variants are powerful tools that are simple to implement compared to other complex 

algorithms, highly adaptable to a large variety of problem types due to many adjustable 

parameters, and can discover op9mal solu9ons to NP-hard problems. 
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